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Fate vs destiny quotes

Your destiny or destiny determines what you make out of yourself in your lifetime. Swing through this article for in-depth and famous expulsion quotes and speakings. In life, you can never really tell where you're headed. However, if you know, there is still fate or destiny that can play a big part in affecting your direction and its feeling. That's why it's essential
to keep an eye on your mind, because they become words and words can continue to become actions. Actions can become habits, habits can become character and eventually character can become your destiny. That's why most people believe that your destiny really lies in your hands. Go ahead and read on to access a wide range of quotes on fate or
destiny! More quotes on fate / Lot Does fate control our lives, or are we the master? Click here to find out what experienced individuals are catching up with, and what the celebrity has to say about it. The word lot can be traced back to the Latin word Fatum, which means spoken by the Gods. On the journey down the roads of our lives, there are so many right
backs we wish we had taken, and so many wrong people we wish we never had! And yet, when we reflect on all the good and bad places where we were, let's realize that the wheel was in fact rarely in our hands. Some believe that right from the day we are born, it is our destiny that drives us, leading us to where we are today. They say it's tailor-made for
each of us by higher power, as a small yet significant part of the great design. Others, however, reject the idea of fate, citing that believing in it would mean we are nothing more than dried leaves blown on the winds of change — we have no control over where we are and where we are headed. It would make life completely pointless! However, whether you
are a believer or not, the concept of fate is definitely interesting. It has inspired a number of people throughout the centuries to express their understanding and opinions about it. In the following sections, we present a number of quotes from celebrities/movies/plays, etc., regarding the concept of fate. What is meant to be will always find a way.― Trisha
Yearwood As we move through life, the power of fate creates events that we only appreciate when we reflect on our existence. There's nowhere you can be that's not where you're meant to be...― John Lennon Once you make a decision, conspire the universe to make it happen.― Ralph Waldo Emerson Are you waiting for things to happen, or are you letting
them happen by yourself? I believe in writing your own story.― Charlotte Eriksson Instead of comparing our destiny to that of those who are more fortunate than we are, we should compare it to the plight of the majority of our fellow human beings. It then that we are among the privileged.― Helen Keller Life calls the tune, we our John Galsworthy When an
inner situation is not made aware, it appears outside as fate.― C.G. Jung No one saves us, but ourselves. No one can and no one powers. We ourselves have to go the way.― Gautama Buddha, says of Buddha I can control my fate, but not my fate. Destiny means there are opportunities to turn right or left, but fate is a one-way street. I believe we all have
the choice as to whether we fulfill our destiny, but our destiny is sealed.― Paulo Coelho Actions is the seeds of fate deeds growing to destiny.― Harry S Truman Man doesn't control his own destiny. The women in his life do this for him.― Groucho Marx Men are not prisoners of fate, but only prisoners of their own mind.― Franklin D. Roosevelt Fate loves the
fearless.― James Russell Lowell Love can't save you from your own destiny.― Jim Morrison That's what a man thinks of himself that really determines his fate.—Henry David Thoreau Fate shuffles the cards and we play.― Arthur Schopenhauer , from a director's point of view.― Steven Spielberg How a person masters his fate, is more important than his
fate is.― Wilhelm von Humboldt There is no fate that cannot be attached by scorn.― Albert Camus Fate draws you in different directions.― Clint Eastwood Fate, or some mysterious force, can put the finger on you or me, for no good reason―Martin Goldsmith It's nobody's right to be awaited and no one is 's fate around the guard.― Margaret Heffernan Fate
gives you the finger and you accept.― William Shatner To bear is to conquer our fate.― Thomas Campbell Don't be afraid; our destiny cannot be taken from us; it's a gift.― Dante Alighieri, Inferno Love is our true fate. We don't find the meaning of life by ourselves alone — we find it with another.― Thomas Merton, Love and Living Yet it would be your duty
to carry it, if you couldn't avoid it: it's weak and stupid to say you can't bear what it's your destiny to bear.― Charlotte Brontë , Jane Eyre Do you ever wonder why things should turn out the way they do?― Nicholas Sparks, a walk to remember Niall: We're singling through the winds of fate. Once we end up where they blow us, we make of ourselves that we
will.― Nora Roberts, Born in Fire For Fate can hang on at any moment and be changed at any moment.— Jeanette Winterson, Sexing the Cherry We don't choose our destiny, we can only choose if we accept it. Fate will take us where it will, whether we will or not.— Brenda Cothern, Fates Fate never knocks on the wrong door, dear. You're just not ready to
answer.― Saralee Rosenberg, Fate and Ms. Mere. Fortune I can't do anything. Just put it off. And it doesn't do well. I reckon it belongs to me. I reckon what I'm going to get is no more than mine.― William Faulkner, Collected Stories Oh, I'm fool!― William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet You're talking about destiny as if fixed.― Philip Pullman, The Golden
Compass If you're trying to heal evil with evil you'll add more pain to your fate.― Sophocles, Ajax I knew it liked destiny, and at the same time I knew it as choice.― Jeanette Winterson, Lighthouse-holding Destination is an alarming I don't want to be fat, I want to choose.― Jeanette Winterson, written on the Body Let Every Man Be Master of his Time.―
William Shakespeare, Macbeth Often, for unsettled courage, spares the fate the man who hasn't marked it yet.― Beowulf, Beowulf Our wills and fates do so as opposed to that our devices still have been overthrown. Our thoughts are ours, their endings none of our own.― (Hamlet, 3.2.208), Player King Accepts the things fate binds you to, and loves the
people with whom fate brings you together, but do it with all your heart.― Marcus Aurelius I wonder how many people don't get the one they want, but end up with the one they're supposed to be with.― Fannie Flagg, Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistlestop Café When someone leaves, it's because someone else is about to arrive.―Paulo Coelho, The
Zahir Fate decides who's running in your life. You decide who you let stay, who you let walk away with, and whom you refuse to let walk out.—Anonymous Love is not in our choice, but in our destiny.― John Dryden You don't find love, it finds you. It has a little bit to do with destiny, destiny and what's written in the stars.- Anais Nin We weren't meant for each
other. We were born to be together.― Lena Elamin Assembly you were fate, becoming your friend was a choice, but falling in love with you was beyond my control.― Anonymous True Love emanates of trust and faith and ended up becoming our destiny.-Tasneem Hameed List of top 30 famous quotes and saying about destiny vs destiny to read and share
with friends on your Facebook, Twitter, blogs. Top 30 Lot Vs Lot Quotes #1. Fuck lot and David's fatalism. I would make my bitch destination. - Writer: Jaye Wells #2. I can't help but feel, across oceans and big fields we'll reconnect. What we share is too rare to let go for good, but sometimes we have to accept, the timing isn't right. - Writer: Nikki Rowe #3.
The fine thing about pact with the devil is that when you sign them, you are well aware of their conditions. Otherwise, why would you be spiritualized with hell? - Author: Umberto Eco #4. Lot smiled and lot laughed as she came to my cradle... -- Natalie Merchant, -- Writer: R.J. Palacio #5. Have you ever wondered why things should turn out the way they do? -
Writer: Nicholas Sparks #6. Happiness is the bastard child of fate and destiny. - Writer: Carroll Bryant #7. Three gray women walk with my Lot and Sadness and Memory. My lot did brought; my grief must be with me through eternity, so your strength, memory. Three gray women women With me. - Writer: Adelaide Crapsey #8. Think with your eyes open. -
Writer: Shelly Crane #9. Pandora's Box couldn't be unopened, no one could return to Eden. - Writer: Selena Kitt #10. There's a history I don't want to have happened. I resist the consequences of being Nemesis. - Writer: Wallace Stegner #11. Daniel's voice brushed along my cheek like dark feathers, like a long night's wind coming down from a far mountain.
Take what you want and pay for it, God says. - Writer: Tana French #12. So when they win, it's their hard work And when they lose, it's their bad luck - Writer: Sanhita Baruah #13. I will always choose you. Gabe Willoughby - Author: Hope Collier #14. There's nowhere you can be that's not where you're meant to be... -- Writer: John Lennon #15. I write what
the Holy Spirit has put in my mind. - Author: Lailah Gifty Akita #16. I yearn for intimate love. Words that make my soul dance, a touch that gives me goosebumps, eye contact that electrifies my whole body, a kiss that can make me question whose air I'm breathing with. - Writer: Nikki Rowe #17. The case for interconnected people's lives is difficult to deny. -
Author: Kat Lahr #18. Now that you're here, now that they know you exist, you'll never be free again. Ever. We are prisoners for our books, our shoots planned long before we were born. You're no different from us. Fight your destiny all you want, but deep down you know it's true. - Writer: Angela Parkhurst #19. Are you in love with him?' She locked her lips
tight as if holding something back.'Are you in love with me?' She tried to answer, but nothing came out. She dropped her eyes to the floor. - Writer: Tan Redding #20. We never beg the greatness of our destiny. - Writer: Henry David Thoreau #21. Somewhere someone is looking for the pieces of you that form well with theirs. - Author: Nikki Rowe #22. Why did
all the pieces work together to create such a cruel fate? - Author: Ichtys #23. I am the master of my mind and destiny. - Author: Lailah Gifty Akita #24. Lot is manifested only by action and #25. I'll grab fate by the throat. - Author: Ludwig Van Beethoven #26. Maybe we're really made of the same clay, maybe we're really condemned, impeccable, to the same,
identical mediocrity. - Author: Elena Ferrante #27. Love is like that, Faye thinks now. We love people because they love us. It's narcissistic. It is best to be completely clear on this and not allow abstractions such as fate and destiny to muddle the problem. After all, Peggy could have chosen any boy in school. - Author: Nathan Hill #28. sometimes things
happen entirely towards our expectations, but when we look back at a decade or so, it was more appropriate for our life - Author: Sadashivan Nair #29. Just remember one thing: that it's you-no one else- what lot determines and your fate decides. Decision. otherwise can be alive to you; you can't live for anyone else either. - Author: E. E. Cummings #30. Our
destiny and destiny are in our hands. Blaming others for our failures is wrong because we can independently choose our circumstances. Wake up, smell the coffee and roll up your sleeves. - Author: Boniface Kamau Zablon Celebrity Writers Popular Topics
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